
 

Gabbro by Foxglove: Clue explanations Answer definitions underlined and indicators in italic 

Across 

1. Chimera not to be confused with Crimea (9) MANTICORE 

    anagram of not Crimea 

6.  Asian anger is heading west, led by extreme characters (5) AZERI 

        (extreme characters) AZ + ERI: reversal of IRE (anger) 

9.  Employees from state in America need money mostly when starting (7) CASUALS 

     (money, last letter deleted) CASH + AL(Alabama, a state) in US (America): CAS+ U–AL–S 

10. Snags hosiery (4-3) HOLD-UPS  

      double definition 

11. Sound alternative crew member (3) OAR 

      oar sounds like or (alternative) 

12. Waterproofed below the waves and with a source of light astern (11) UNDERSEALED 

      (below the waves) UNDER SEA + LED (light emitting diode, a source of light) 

14. Failure of phone card, dropped in river and returned (6) DEMISE 

      (phone card) SIM in DEE (river) and reversed: DE–MIS–E   

15. Greek character left to cover up a man's duplicity (8) BETRAYAL 

      (a man) RAY in (Greek character) BETA  L (left): BET–RAY–A+L  

17. High-pitched, distorted and excessive in retrospect (8) FALSETTO 

      (distorted) FALSE + TTO: reversal of OTT (excessive) 

19. Seat finally swapped for golf crowd (6) THRONG 

      last letter of THRONE (seat) replaced with G (golf, NATO phonetic alphabet) 

22. Voting doesn't start, interrupted by carnival proceedings (5,6) LEGAL ACTION 

       (carnival) GALA in ELECTION (voting, first letter deleted): LE–GALA–CTION 

23. Muzak heartily embraced by party animal? (3) DZO 

     (middle letter of muzak) Z in DO (party): D–Z–O.  Question mark flags contrived meaning of heartily 

25. Aerial insect seen on jam regularly (7) ANTENNA 

      (insect) ANT+ ENNA (even letters from seen on jam)  

27. Most efficient way to start bank with euros (7) LEANEST 

      (bank) LEAN + E (euros) + ST (way, i.e. street) 

28. Card sharp covers opponent's entry (5) TAROT 

      (first letter of opponent) O in TART (sharp): TAR–O–T 

29. Asked for nurse — need different dressing (9) ENTREATED 

      (nurse) TREAT in ENED (anagram of need): EN–TREAT–ED 

 



 

Down 

1. Butch old woman starts to change her outlook (5) MACHO 

    (old woman) MA + CHO (first letters of change her outlook)    

2. Denial street liquor offers treatment (7) NOSTRUM 

    (denial) NO + (street) ST + (liquor) RUM 

3.  Put succinctly, Brazil may be found here (2,1,8) IN A NUTSHELL 

     double definition, (Brazil is a type of nut) 

4. Working party in agreement (6) ONSIDE 

     (working) ON + SIDE (party)  

5. LAN technology modified there requires clear support (8) ETHERNET 

    (anagram of there) ETHER + NET (clear) 

6. Part of seesaw lurches a bit (3) AWL 

    hidden word: seesAW Lurches 

7. Question fielded by political block's supporter without bias (7) EQUALLY 

    Q (question) in EU (political block) + ALLY (supporter):  E–Q–U+ALLY 

8. Measurement guidelines no university abandoned (6,3) INSIDE LEG 

    anagram of guidelines after deleting U (university) 

13. China's messy war with Teheran over energy (11) EARTHENWARE 

      anagram of  war Teheran + E (energy)   

14. Resistant to adopting largely out of date Agent Orange? (9) DEFOLIANT 

      (out of date, first letter deleted) OLD in DEFIANT (resistant to): DEF–OL–IANT 

16. East dock development provides defensive barrier (8) STOCKADE 

      anagram of East dock 

18. A flat-bottomed boat is easier to carry (7) LIGHTER 

      double definition 

20. Scrap incongruous pieces over time (7) ODDMENT 

      (incongruous) ODD + MEN (pieces in board games) + T (time) 

21. Gathered how to make flour from cereal (6) MILLET 

      millet sounds like mill it (how to make flour) 

24. Set month's notice (5) OCTAD 

      (month) OCT + AD (notice) 

26. Charlie Brown finally gets it (3) NIT 

      (last letter of Brown) N + it 

 


